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GROUP MEMBERS IN NEAR-RINGS

YOUNG-IN KWON

The elements of a near-ring together with the additive operatic)그 of 
the near-ring form a group. These elements together with the multipli 
cative operation of the near-ring,however, form a semigroup but may 
교ot form a group. It may occur that some subset G of a near-ring N 
under consideration does form a group under the multiplicative opera
tion of the near-ring N, The set G is then, a multiplicative group in the 
near-ring N. In this paper we consider only the multiplicative groups 
of a near-ring and never the additive groups. Thus we shall say G is 
a group in TV, it being understood that the multiplicative operation of 
the near-ring N is the group operation of G. Accordingly, if a is an 
element of G and G is a group in a near-ring TV, we shall say that a 
is a group member in N. In 1909, Arthur Ranum ([5]) introduced the 
notion of group membership and discussed it again in 1927 in [6]. The 
subject was also considered by H.K.Farahat and L.Mirsky ([3]) and 
W.E.Barnes and H.Schneider ([1]).

In this paper we obtained some properties of this notion.

DEFINITION 1. A near-ring is a system consisting of a set N and 
two binary operations in N called addition and multiplication such 
that (1). N together with addition is a group (2). N togethe호 with 
multiplication is a semigroup (3). The left distributive law holds.

DEFINITION 2. A set G is a group in a near-ring N if G is a subset 
of N and the elements of G form a group under the multiplicative 
operation of the near-ring N. If G is a group in a neax-ring N and a 
is an element in 사, then we say that a is a group member in N.

With these definitions we are now prepared to establish the first 
structure theorem for group membership in near-rings.
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THEOREM 3- Let N be a near-ring and let a be a group member in 
N・ Then there existsa group M(a) in N such that every group in N 
containing a is a subgroup of M(a). In particular, the identity element 
of any group containing a is the identity element of M(a), and the 
inverse of a in any group to which it belongs is equal to its inverse in 
M(a).

Proof. Let {GJ%日 be the family of all groups in N which contain a, 
where I is an appropriate index set. For every i in I, denote by q the 
identity element of Gt and by c广 the inverse of a in Then we have, 
tor z, ? G I, a, = a, ei — a； a. a = a. a. ae. = a, a- aaa^ ==_* ** * ft « Z I Jr b J ■ • J

—1 —1 —1 一 1 __ 一1 —1 — J —1 __ —1 —1 — 1 __ai eiaa3 = at etaa3 = at aa^ = at ae3aJ = at aaa^ a- = 
etaaj~1a~1 = aa~1a~1 = e^aj1 = a"1. Therefore q = aat = aa3 = e7. 
Thus all groups E I, have a common identity element, say e, and 
a common inverse,say a-1, relative to e, in every group Gt. Now let 
Af(a) be the set of all elements x in N which can be represented by the 
form x = xi，X2^...Xk^ where Xi belongs to some G“ It can be verified 
at once that M(a) is a group with (xfc)"1...(xi)-'1 as the inverse of x 
and clearly GtJi € 1, is a subgroup of M(a).

DEFINITION 4. The group M(a) of the above Theorem 3 is said to 
be the maximal group associated with a. The inverse of an element a, 
if it exists, will be denoted by a-1.

THEOREM 5. If N is a near-ring and 시) are group members in Ny 
then M(a) and M(&) are either disjoint or identical.

Proof. Let e be the identity of M(a). It follows from the proof of 
Theorem 3 that M(a) = M(e). Hence, if for some element c in N we 
have c G M(a) and c G M(6), then the identity of M(b) is e. Thus we 
have M(a) = M(e) = M(b).

DEFINITION 6. Let a be an element in a near-ring N. If there exists 
a positive integer n such that an is a group member in TV, then a is 
said to have finite group index in N. The smallest such n is called the 
group index of a in N.

A near-ring N is said to have finite group index if every element in 
N has finite group index. If the group index of an element a is 1, then 
사 is a group member. Then from the definition, we have
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THEOREM 7. Let N be a near-ring and let a be an element in N 
with finite group index n. Then a is a group member in N if and only 
if n — 1.

THEOREM 8. Let an element a in a near-ring N have a finite group 
index n. Then 사 is a group member in N if and only ift > n. Fur
thermore, ift = n? then M(af) = Af(an).

Proof. Let 疽 be a group member in N. By the definition of the 
group index, t cannot be less than n. Hence we have t > n. Con
versely, let t > n. If t = n, then 疽 = an and so is a group mem
ber in N since an is a group member in N . Now suppose t > n. 
Denote the identity of Af(an) by e, and let b = a-1. Then e is 
a two-sided identity for a*, since = (at~nan)e = af-n(ane) = 
az-nan = af, and eaf = e(anaz-n) = (&产)以宀” =ana^n = 
Next we show that 사 is invertible relative to e. Let p be an inte
ger such 나lat pn > 2i. Then af(apn~z6p) = (疽*"1)尸= =

(anb)p = ep ~ e and so is a right inverse for Since
(推，사”，一*)疽= 注由叩一%卩) = 如『" = (伽产)p = ep — we have also 
that bPUmT 诅 a le仕 inverse for af. But e is a two-sided identity 
for *"一％卩 because (apn-<6p)e = (apn-i&p-i)(6e) = (tzpn-t&p-1)6 = 
aP^bP and 리苹孔^旅) = (皿项”卩一算快)= 疽(次小一幻泌)= 

Similarly, we may show that e is a two-sided identity for ^Papn-f. The 
uniqueness of the inverse of 사 follows from *"一** = e(apn~tbp) =

= (阮产)P(*mT 垣) = (5卩讦”)(0对一아>호) = (bP”mT)(QP，%P)
=(&PaPn-z)(anb)P =(址次mT)eP = (bPapn^)e = bW% Thus a4 is 

invertible relative to e. Hence 사 E Af(e) and so is a group member 
in 7V.lt follows that M(af) = M(e) = M(an).

We now introduce the notion of pseudogroup.

DEFINITION 9. Let (Z be a group member in a near-ring N and let

P(a) = {이 b € 】V and bn G M(a) for some positive integer n}.

The set P(a) is called a pseudogroup in N. An element b in P(a) is 
called a pseudogroup member in N.

THEOREM 10. . If N is a near-ring and a, b are pseudogroup mem
bers in N, then the pseudogroups containing a and b are either disjoint 
or identical.
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Proof. It follows from the above Theorem 8 that each pseudogroup 
member in AT is a member of one and only one pseudogroup.Hence, 
if for some element c in N we have that c is in the pseudogroup con
taining a and c is also in the pseudogroup containing &, then these 
pseudogroups are identical.

THEOREM 11. . If N is a commutative near-ringf then every pseu
dogroup in N is a semigroup.

Proof. Let a, b be members of some pseudogroup P(e)P in N. Then 
there exist positive integers n and m such that an 6 M(e) and bm G 
M(e). Hence (a6)nm = anmbnm G M(e), so that F(e) is closed with 
respect to multiplication, and thus is a semigroup.

THEOREM 12. Every finite near-rin^ consists entirely of pseudo
group members.

Proof. Let JV be a finite near-ring and let r be the number of ele
ments in N. Let a any element in N. If a is nilpotent,then an = 0 
for some positive integer n, and hence a is in the pseudogroup P(0). 
Now suppose a is not nilpotent and form the sequence a,a2, ...
Since there are only r elements in TV,including zero, not every ele
ment in the sequence is distinct. Let n be 반le smallest integer such 
that an = an+m for some integer m.We now show that the set G =

q'나、…"기나is a group. We note first that G is a firiite 
semigroup. Further, the cancellation laws hold in G、for if an+ran+s = 
an+ran+t, then (n+r) + (n+s) = (n+r) + (n+t)(modulom). It follows 
that n 4-5 = n + t(modulom) so that q’나，= a’나'. The right cancella
tion may be shown similarly. But every finite semigroup in which the 
cancellation laws hold is a group. Hence G is a multiplicative group, 
so that an is a group member in N、and a is thus a pseudogroup in N.
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